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Introduction
Who am I?
Volunteer at HL7 Netherlands
One of the shareholders in Firely

During 1993 - 2020
Consultant en CEO van Furore
Business Intelligence specialist
UMC’s Medical Intelligence chair
Developer in Python / R

Outdoor lover
Guide for skating on natural ice in Sweden

Every winter 
on natural ice



1996
Kasparov 
won

1997
Deep Blue 
won

Picture courtesy 
of Imgur and used 
under their Fair 
Use policy



Nowadays, chess apps compete to each other



Doctor versus AI?

My guess is

NO
It will be AI versus AI

(and doctor with AI)

Don’t put all your eggs in one basket

Make your AI’s pluggable!



Non-pluggable
example

Bone Age

Radiology
Information
System (RIS)

PACS



Pluggable
example

Bone Age

Radiology
Information
System (RIS)

PACS



Pluggable
example

Vital Signs Watchdog Lab Results Interpreter Nursing Assessments 
LLM from A

Early Warning System
Rothman Index

Electronic Health Record

LLM from B



Nursing Assessments 
LLM

EHR

Notes to Stuctured Data
LLM

Standardized 
semantics

Early Warning System

Standardized 
interfaces

Standardized 
interfaces

Standardized 
results

Standardized 
interfaces?

What’s
needed?



Pluggable AI

According to ChatGPT (3.5)
1. Design modular functionality
2. Standardize input and output parameters of each module
3. Apply API’s to let modules interact with each other
4. Implement a process for (hot) swapping of modules/LLM’s
5. ….













Besides AI, “pluggable” has moved forward
1984 – Getting temperature from COM-port 2024 – Getting all KNMI realtime temperatures
program IOBtnASM;
{$U+}
  var i: Byte;

procedure InPort(Port: Byte; var Value: Byte);
begin
     inline ($3A/Port/       {      ld a,Port     }
          $4F/                           {      ld c,a        }
          $ED/                          {      out a,(c)     }
          $3A/Value               {      ld (Value),a  });
end;

begin
    writeln(‘IO Temp using Assembly’);
    writeln('Press Ctrl+C to break');

    while true do
    begin
         InPort(0, i);
         delay(50);
    end;
end.

import requests

api_url = https://api.dataplatform.knmi.nl/open-data
function_name = "Actuele10minDataKNMIstations“

api_key = “MyApiKey”

get_temps = requests.get(api_url + function_name, 
          headers={"Authorization": api_key})

ExcelGraph(get_temps)

https://api.dataplatform.knmi.nl/open-data


But there is one ‘tiny’ problem!

There is a ‘huge’ gap between progress in

pluggability

within healthcare versus other industries



PHR
diet

activities

pressure

weight

other

Diagnosis

Treatment

Medication

Laboratory

EHR

Doctor = integrator



Healthcare = copyshop



Interoperability in The Netherlands
Standard How it works Examples of use cases

HL7v2 Messaging between applications
within a healthcare organization

Hospital Information System sends admission of 
new patient to various department systems

HL7v3 Messaging between healthcare 
organizations and (governmental) 
institutes

LSP at VZVZ;
RIVM Breast Cancer screening

HL7 CDA Structured data of various aspects 
combined in one document

BGZ between hospitals

IHE XDS Exchange of documents between
healthcare organizations, like 
“verwijsbrieven”, “ontslagbrieven”, 
images

Via regional XDS-infrastructure, the GP receives a 
copy of the images from radiology in the hospital

EI-standard Financial declaration of care 
delivery

Sending bills via Vecozo to the payer





Recurring discussions

• “AI will recognize the collection of applications within an 
organization”

• “AI will know how to handle multiple instances of the same data”

• “AI will learn what to do when multiple data sources contradict 
each other”

• “AI will become so smart that structured data is no longer 
needed”



Dream on
The problems AI has with 
duplicated data is one of 
the reasons of the Peak 
of Inflated Expectations



Structured and unstructured data

• Structured data – AI models trained on structured data can often 
make precise predictions and perform well on tasks that require 
clear patterns or rules for an individual entity.

• Unstructured data –  Examples as text, images and audio, do not 
have a predefined format and are more challenging for traditional 
AI models to process. However, RAG can effectively support tasks 
like answering open-ended questions, generating text, and 
summarizing information from unstructured text.



RAG – Retrieval Augmented Generation

• RAG is about enhancing the accuracy and reliability of generative AI models 
with facts fetched from internal/external sources.

• IRL example: judges have learned the law, but with precedents and 
specific cases they can cite, the verdict of a new case is better.

• In healthcare, RAG probably will consist of online access to the EHR, 
RIS/PACS, Lab-system, devices, third party software and databases.

• For realtime AI-appliances, access via API’s will be key.



Care 
provider

Supportive
care

(LAB, RAD, PHA)

Research
studies

Secondary
research

Generative 
LLM’s 

AI – Feedback loops and 
distance to patient

Patient

Less difference in resultsBetter results with structured data

STRUCTURED UNSTRUCTURED



As with many projects in 
Health IT, the patient will 
be forgotten. But not at 
FHIR DevDays.





AI distance
to patient

AI data
input

structuredunstructured

far away

close by

FHIR API

FHIR Documents
FHIR Messaging

IHE XDS
HL7v2

Personal Health Train

DicomWeb

HL7 CDA

OMOP

AI  and the use of medical data 
exchange standards

HTML/PDF

CDS Hooks

IPS

= My preferred choice of 
standards to invest in for AI



Some misunderstandings

• “We do FHIR” does not necessarily mean “we do FHIR API”.

• FHIR Documents is in fact the successor of HL7 CDA and FHIR 
Messaging is in fact a successor of HL7v2. Both are not an API.

Ewout Kramer, one of the founding fathers of FHIR:
“We have added a few features just because we had to support older 
systems where in retrospect we could have said: you will have to 
migrate or change your ways, otherwise you cannot use FHIR as API.”



Resources with references

A web of resources that can tell any healthcare story

Patient

Observation

Encounter

Medication
and 

many 
more



What is a FHIR Resource? A FHIR resource describes the content of 
the data involved. FHIR has “core” 
resources, valid worldwide.

Each country and organization can derive 
their own resources with extensions.

The global registry simplifier.net keeps 
track of versions, differences and 
timestamped packages of resources 
worldwide.

https://simplifier.net/


AI architecture – with FHIR API

LAB

EHR

PHAR

FHIR 
Facade

DEPT1

CloverLeaf
FHIR API 

Server

GET https://api.lumc.nl/Patient/12345

POST https://api.lumc.nl/Observation/1

DICOM 
WADO RS

RIS/PACS

HL7v2

Patient
Generative 

AI

Practitioner
Predictive

AI

WebViewer

WebLink

https://api.lumc.nl/Patient/12345
https://api.lumc.nl/Observation/1


What happens in the USA, doesn’t stay in the USA

Each HL7 International WGM has a FHIR 
connectathon.

CDS Hooks started as a 
“dream” of a group of young 
developers.

Before FHIR, such a standard wouldn’t 
have emerged from HL7.

Personally, I think, next to FHIR, this is 
the most promising standard from HL7.















AI architecture – with CDS Hooks

LAB

EHR

PHAR

FHIR 
Facade

DEPT1

CloverLeaf
FHIR API 

Server

GET https://api.lumc.nl/Patient/12345

POST https://api.lumc.nl/Observation/1

DICOM 
WADO RS

Any AI

HL7v2

CDS Hooks REST call

CDS Hooks Card(s)

RIS/PACS

https://api.lumc.nl/Patient/12345
https://api.lumc.nl/Observation/1




Alternative: via Staging and/or Datawarehouse

LAB

EHR

PHAR
Staging Area

/ DWH

DEPT1

CloverLeaf

FHIR API 
Server

RIS/PACS

HL7v2

ETL



Alternative: as a Gateway to direct FHIR API’s

LAB

EHR

PHAR

DEPT1

CloverLeafFHIR API 
Server 

as 
Gateway

RIS/PACS

GET

POST

Any AI,
including 

RAG



Alternative: a dedicated external AI-portal

LAB

EHR

PHAR

DEPT1

Local FHIR
FHIR API 

Server

RIS/PACS

REST API

Any AI
(But RAG?)

This is what the Dutch 
Radiologists want to 
achieve with project AIFI.



It is 
NOT 
that 
simple.

Take care.



Be prepared to dive in some of the more technical, in-depth, level 2 resources of FHIR



OpenAI
Famous in 1 month

with ChatGPT

Subject 
Matter 

Expertise

And be aware 
that AI-
companies are 
like any other 
internet 
companies:
they are after 
your knowledge 
to train their 
models 



Please note: Disruption seldom starts with a bureaucratic layered model.
The red cross is not from the presenter, but it’s the thoughts of tech companies.



Questions?
 Now.

 or later…
 rob@fire.ly 

https://hl7.nl/opleidingen

mailto:r.mulders@furore.com
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